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Life Science Insiruction4nd Its RelationshiI to Scientific°Literac

). at the Intermediate Level

ata

"

This paper will introduce a study of gradelife science

instruction which was conducted during the current 1983-1984school

year., After an Initial description, the paper presents one set of

results focusin0 g on the quantity and quality of teachers' instruc-

tional time use. A companionpa* (Mergendoller and Packer, 1484)

focuses on student interest and its relationship to the academic

tasks assigned Tin class."'

The guiding question of the study can be stated as follows:

What combinations ot.studerit, teacher, cur/liculac, and task factors

Characterize more effective life science instruction, where etfec-
,

tiveness is defined as the acquisition Of scientific literacy? *

41%

Here,,scientific literacy refers to a set of goals shared by many

science' experts. While there are a plethora of different interpre-
,

Cations of the term "scientific literacy" (for a review, seeRoberts,

1983), and while much can be made of the distinctions among these

'interpretations, there exists considerable conceptual, overlap among

recent Jefinitions (e.g., Noe, 1978; Orpwood & Souque, 1984). It

r

Is the overlap that guided ourlown.definition of scientific literacy.

The framework of scientific literacy used in this study is

summer zed In Table 1; Stated in. terms of teacher behavior, the

framework has five components. It includes not only the expTana-

tion of niece content, but reliting content to science as a

social historical process, science a a reasoni4 procesS, sc en e
,

%\
. A

apd.society/technology, and positiv e ttitudes toward science. T is

(4

4



framework Is compelling for at least two reasons. First, any of the

last four component* can be used as a perrctive for integratig

the specifics of scienIce content; furthermore, such a perspective

may ;b a cognitive tool for students' retention of knowledge.

Second, presenting science content from any of the four perspec-

tives allows the teacher to explicitly cammynicate how science facts

have relevance for the human enterprise; this, in turn, may foster.

Students' motivation to learn.

a

[Inlert Table 1 about here]

Design of the Study '

1

The design of the study was comprehensive, involving the

collection of in-depth, multivariate qiiilitative and quantitative

data in 11 classes. The.variables of interest fall into three

groups: 1):lackground variables, which includvinitial student and

teacher character4stics and the formal curricular materials;

2) Classroom Itecess variables, which include the instructional

behavior and perceptions of teachers and students along with charac-

teristics of the academic tasks that are assigned; an0 3) Outcome,

variables, which include a set.of cognitive and affective student

variables. Figure 1 summarizes the variables in the three groups.
6

[Insert Figure 1 about hire]

In developing instruments to measure the variables in Figure

1, care was taken tedesign many of the instruments so that they

would map onto the stud9's defined compqnents of scientific literacy.
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Table

Scientific Literacy Framework Used in the Study, .

1. EXPLAINING "CONTENT
f.

re

2. RELATING TO SCIENCE
AS A SOCIAL
HISTORICAL PROCESS

-%

There are several ways in which a teacher can attempt

to communicate content- -e.g., by short statements, by

.writtng things on the board,* and even by k demohstration.

What isvimportant is,that.regardliss of the Instructional
olethon used, the teacher is tt into communicate facts

and conce ts that arefundamen 1 to the understandin

te,..roas.

This takes place when a leacher attempts to communicate

the historical context of some scientific knowledge or-

procels: This context can be portrayed in'specific or

general terms. In specific terms, the teacher would
refer to particular individuals in history and their
contributions--e.g., Mendel's work in genetics, Salk's

development of the polio vaccine, Fleming's discovery of
penicillin, Watson and Crick's determination of the struc-

ture of DNA, etc. In general terms, the teacher would°

refer to scientists or other people, without mentioning

specifieindividuals. s
, ,,

,

3.' RELATING'TO SCIENCE A teacher is relatinn science coptent'to the,specific

4
,

AS A REASONING
PROCtSS

masoning process ;rn he/she attempts to communicate how

scientific knowled ts,acquired. This would include

talking about observing natural events, formulating and

testing hypotheses and theories, deductive and induttive

reasoning, concepts of randomness and prObability, and

1 includes references, to the general point that scientific
the tools and methods of measurement. This component also

knowledge,is not accumulated in an accidental or arbitrary

fashion, but instead is 'accumulated through 'a set of

agreed upon standards that have a logical foundation.

RELATING.SCIENCE AND This refers' to.a teacher communicating how specific areas

SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY of scientific knowledge have implications for society or.

for technology. Often, there is a direct link between of
technological product (e.g., a new fertilizer) and its )'

societal consequences (e.g., more productive farming).

The teacher who does this area well. goes beyond a

cursory mention of some connection an really encourages

students to consider how specific sc e tific knowledge

affects people. Furthermore, it of will be most ideal

for a teacher to present at least to points of 'view
(e.g., the'advantages and disadvantages of pesticides),

thus, modeling parts uf4a decision-making process that

students can apply in their own lives as they consider

their use of'sciente-based technologies.

POSITIVE ATTITUDES
TOWARD SCIENCE

Here, a teacher refers to the individual or collective af-

fective reactions people have towards science as a disci-

pline and specilfic science knowledge, concepts, and appli-

cations. The teacher who'does good job of relating in

this area will Itry.to foster well-founded positive' attitudes .

and curiosity.toWtrd science. The teacher may also model his

or her own positive attitude toward science as,a discipline.

3
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BACKGROUND
VARIABLES

4 s

TEACHER

'Prefaration:,

Non-science

STUDENT

Pretest Performance.;
on Science Outcomes

Ignore NOME

Gender

IfULAR MATERIALS

C ent Orientation
and

Colnitive Level.
of

0

Test Pinesen tatIons

Laboratory Guides
Homework

Assessment.Tools
$

CLASSROOM
PNOCESS'VARIARLE$

4

TEACHER

Behavior:,

Transformation

of Curriculum

Instruction

Quality

Perceptual:

Lesson Self-Report

'ACADEMIC TASKS

Task Chiractertstics

=011MMINIMI.YMM=MISIM=IN=INIMIVIIIIdinaImilMallIYM

STUDS NTH

Behavior:,

Task Accomplishment

Perceptual:
Comprehension of

Lesson

I

4

OUTCOME VARIABLES
(Pre and Post tested)

STUDENT

Cognitive:

Life Science
Achievement

'Ilature of Science
Understanding

Scientific
Processes
Understanding

Scientific Problem-
Solving

Affective:

Attitudes toward
Science In School

Vocational and
Educationt
lotentions in
Science

Attitudes toward
Science

Interest in
Science

'VEST (

Figure 1. , Framework for research design of intermediate school

science ,Instructional study.
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A

For example, under the Outcome vAriables fordstudents,.outcOmes

were selected to cover as many of the components of scientific lit-

eracy as possible. .While the first outcome, Wife ScienceAchieve-

pent, refers tO'an aiiissment of Students' knowledge of life science

content, the remaining outcomes are linked to the other areas of

scientific literacy. Figure'2 shows how three, major sets of instru-

ments--the 'curriculum content analysis, the clots observation records,

and the student pre- and ,post - surveys of outcomes--represent the '0

'scientific literacy components.

[Insert Figure 2 about here)

Method

a

lea
4 Eleven teachers and the students from one of their iife science

classes participatil in the study. All'the classes were 7th grade

and ran for the entire school year. Seven of the teachers were \

employed in the Salt Lake City area, while the remainin4 four were

employed in.the San Francisco Bay area. Selection of teachers was

based on'geographic.convenience and, in some cases, ondistrict

recommendations about schools that had an interest in science. All

teachers volunteered to participate. The smaller number of teachers

in California was'attributable to the fact.that a ful, yearof 7th

grade life science was not as common there as it was in Utih.

Table `42 summarizes the background characteristics of partici-
,

4
1 pating teachers. The table indicates that four of the tleyen

teacher' were, female. Three of the teachers had a masters degree,
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CURRICOM '

CONTENT ANALYSIS

Science Content

Sciente Skills A
Processes

01.

Science A Society/
Technology

Science'NOtom

'Science Attitudes'

Personal' Use

,Career Opportunities

4'

t

4

CLASS OBSERVATION
RECORDS

Explai6ing Content

Relating Content to
'Science as a Reasoning
Process .

STUD NT PRE-
A POST-tURVEYS,

RelatingContent to
Science A Society/Technology

Relating Content to
Science.as a Historical,

Process

ti

Relating Content to
Science Attitudes

ti VP,

Figure 2

Life Science Achleversept

Nature. of Science Understanding

Scientific Processes Understanding

Attitudes Toward Scie\ ce in School

Attitudes Toward Scie e'

. Interest in Science ,

Vocational A Educational Intentions

in Science

COmponents of Scientific Literacy Represented AciTs;

Three 91 fferent,Measures in Study

V
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and all !but trio teach3rs.had some specialization' Silajor or minor)'

in the, field of science. The general :teaching experience' of the,)

sample ranged widely from 1 to 24 years, with an

years; Initial, class,sizes ranged from 2470 32.

'everage of 28.6.

go [Insert table 2 about here]

average of 13.3

students, with an

4'

Data Collection and Measures .:\ ,

Figure 3'summarizes the ;data, collection timeline for the

study. As shown,, besides the student -pre and post-tests, an
. 4

. ..
.

$ .

.introduCtory interview with each,teacher, end familiarizition visits
. , . .

to4classes, the date collection fcicUsed bn observing each teacher

1/4/instructing his or her class n two life science topics, one in

lateiiinter. and one in Sprin . Selection of the two topics for

each teitcher was based on fo it criteria: 1) that the topics be part

of the teacher's normal plan; 2) 'than each topic last atleast 5
'

days; 3) that the two-topics represent a contrast either level

. of organization (*lir° vs. macro). or obvious linkage to the different ,

components'of scientific literacy; and 4) that commonality across

teachers in the topics be maximized. .*

[Insert Figure 3 about here)

I

Table 3'presents a summary of the topic titles and their

duration for the eleven teachers. The table indicates several

/
topics common to three or more teachers Icell Structures and genetic

protists; ecology; and human organscand systems). The ,days spent' 4

teaching the first topic ranged from 5 to 12, with an 'average of

I
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Table 2

Characteristjcs,of Participating Teachers and Classes

4

TCHR' SCHOOL TCHR HIGHEST DEGREE TOTAL INITIAL 1

ID Iv.. ,GENDER DEGREE . SPECIALIZATION YRS CLASS

TCHNG 'SIZE

r

*

'7

1

2

3

..

4

4.

6;

10

11,

,

1 .

1

4\,
7

.

4

M
,

..

M

M

F

.

'

Bachelor'

'Bachelor's

Master's
.

Bachelor's'

Bachelor's

Bachelor's'

.

achelor's

.

,stimr'S

.\ .

,.

\Mai#r ' s

\ .

Bachelor's

.,Bachelor's

Biology

Biology.

-Zoology ,,

PhysiCal Ed.
(Botany Minor);

Biology

Mathematics b
Elem. Ed.

Science

: ti.

P.E. (Life:.

Science Minor")

Physical MI
Md. Minor,'

Biology .

,

Soc. Scfenc*

,

o

,

5

14

24

. .

7

15.

1

W.

17

23.,

10

15

-

32

29

29 -

32.

lo

24
'

28.

24

29

29

29

op
*Note. School characteristics are as fi!1lows: School 1 has grades 7-9'

with 1164 studeptiOchool 2 has grades 7-9 with 602 students; School'3

has grades 7-9 with 1532 students; Schbo 4 has grades 6-8 with 535 stu-

dents; School 5 has grades 7-8 with-492 tudents; School 6 has grades 6-8

WO 700 students; and School 7 has grad; .7-8 with 91fl'udents.

.
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SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Preteit Student Surveys

Train Observers

,

Introductory Interview with Teacher /
/

and Fimiliarization Visits to Class

DECEMBER

111

JANUARY' 7.

Observer Meeting

Observe Teaching of
--Topic 01

.FEBRUARY

r

MARCH

APRIL

Figure Timeline fO the Intermedtate.Science Study.-

Observer .Meeting.

.

MAY

Observe Teaching of

Topic,02
a.

Posttest Student' urveys

'JUNE

4 2
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A.2. For the second topic, the days ranged from 4 to 10, 'with an

ti+

average of'7.7.

,[insert Table 3 about here]

For each selected topic, the same observer visited the class

la

/

every day the teacher covered the topic so'that the development of

content and progression of tasks was captured. For each set If

observations Of a topic, there were several forms of data collection:.

. 1) First, teachers completed a questionnaire beforehand about

their intended approach and goals; after the topic was .completed,

teachers were interviewed and Askid to give. their own reflections on lr

possibte strengths and weaknesses of the topic session.

2) Second, in addition to making an audiotape Of each observe-
. k.

tion visit, the observer. completed three ltems.on each day: a) a

detailed narrative record of classvents and the teacher's verbatim

instruction; b) a summary of the activities and tasks/for the day;
1

and c) a higher-ipference instrumert for recording\actual time use

and rating the teacher's instructional approach with regard to the

components of scientific literacy and more generic teaching skills.

3) Third, all students in the class were adMinistered a survey

at the end of one observation day and asked to indicate their

memory of and attitudes toward the instruction that took place that

day; furthermore, six students from each class were interviewed in

greater detail about the topic and their science class at the end

of/the topic session.

4) Fourth, all curriculum materials used during the topic

session were collected and analyzed.

Eight observers collected data for the ltudy. Five of the

I /

10

,13

4
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Table 3 .

Topic Subject Matter and Duration in Eleven Classes

TEACHER

SUBJECT MATTER OF
FIRST TOPIC

0

DAYS SPENT
TEACHING
.1ST TOPIC

SUBJECT MATTER OF
SECOND TOPIC

DAYS SPENT
TEACHING
2ND TOPIC

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

v

6

,

.

' Genetics

/ Protists

/

/.

,/ Sponges and

Coelenterates

i

Protists

Protists

'Bacteria and

Viruies I

Ecology /

Protists

Cell Structure
and Function

Cell Division
and Genetics

''' Ecology

/

.
.

10

8

`7

9

7.

7

10

5

.10

12

5'

/

a
, .

7

4

.

1

.

Ecology
,

Digestive
Systems

Hpan
Systems

Human Organs
. and Systems

Gen4igs

Birds and.
. Mammals

Genetics

Duman Digestive
.\ System

Human Circulatory
System

Human Circulatory
& Skeletal Systems

, Bacteria and
Viruses

,

.47'

9.

10

8.

7

4

8

7

ot

6

....9)

7
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lidPh:D4 in education and the remaining three were

graduate student. Observer's were recrdited based on their skills

in clissroom observation antknowiedge of science.

N.

,Initial Results oh Teacher Time Use

This paper will no present some initial results that comes,

from the higherlinference form completed by observers on each day

of their class visits. Two items on thiOigher -inference form are

of particular interest. These two items appear in Figure 4. The

\\,)
first item, Item 1, asks'observers.to estimate the amount of time,

both allocated and actual, devoted, to each Of nine different possible

ingtructional 4ities. The first six modes (sealmork,recitation,

group discussion, demonstration, laboratory exercises, and surrogate

instruction) refer yl ways of communicating appropriate academic

subject...matter...___The_remilning_ three modes (nonacademiC instruction,

procedures, and other) encompass the kinds of aCtitAtei and behav- .

fors that are sometimes necessary but nonetheless take away from
J

academic time. In Item 1, a distinction is made between allocated

;

inutes and actual minutes. "Allocated" minutes refers to the
..s,

fficial amount of time allocated to the mode, while "actual"

minutes refers to the amount of time that is truly spent in the

mode, after any "slippage" (e.g., procedures, interruptions) is

taken into account.

[Insert Figure 4 About, Here]

The second item of interest, Item4,

mate the amount of the .teacher's actlilemic

4
12

asks observers to esti-

presentation time that is
-04N

15



At

vs.

I

I. Estimate the Bunt of a:tual (not allocated) time devoted to the.following:

Allocated Actual Actual

Minutes Minutes .11 of Time
A.

Academic

Mode

"17
Seatwork

Recitation . ow'sNo

Group Discussion

Demonstration

Laboratory (*wises

Suriegile Instruction

Nonacademic Instruction

Procedures

Other: Transitions,
Interruptions,
Waste Time

1111111111111111111.

.IRO 111111111111111111111111 1111111111111,

S11111111101.4

TOTAL (time between befil 100%

4..

.1

I

4. Estimate the itrItt of teacher academic presentation time (recitation and
demonstrationTed to the followi4 science emphases:

,)

Linkage No 1

Science aphasis Minutes % of Time to Content Linkage

Explaining Content

Relating to Science as
a Social Historical 6/1116
Process

Relating, to Science as
a Reasoning Process

(4elating Science
and Society/
Technology

Positive Attitude \

Towards Science
Lt,

.1

TOTAL RECITATION AND
DEMONSTRATION TIME 100%

Figure 4. Two items on time use.

13 16

4111111i. 1/111111

to/. r
Bo, i 44.A
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4

devoted to five major components Of scientific literacy: 1) explain-

ing content; 2) relating to science as a social, historical process;

3) relating to science as a reasoning process; 4) relating to

science and society /technology; and 5) positive attitudes toward

41
sciente,-.---Herem'academic presentation time refers p the sum of the

,

actual recitation and demonstration time given ivthe first item.

' Item 4 focuses on the use of the scientific lFteracy components in

his very specific context because the study was primarily interested

ifOlow,lhe ti makes use of scientific literacy when he or she

is, communicating with the' nal class (as defined; here, recitation

and demonstration.necessarili involve)he entire class). It should be

noted that observers were instructed to code only very explicit in-

stances of teacher use of the last four components. Here the logic

was that ip order for the references to scientific literacy peOgOec-

tives to be salient to students, they at least would have to be

talient.to observers.

The collation of data for the ,second topic is currently under-

way; thus, only the findings on time use collected during the obser-

vation of the first topic are reported here. (A final report oR

the entire study, will be available on December 1, 1984.] As indicated,

these data were Computed on each day of observation during the

first topic. Here, for each teacher, averages amp the number'of

observation days will be reported.

Table 4 presents the average percents of class time across the

_nine modes for each teacher. The.top number/in,each box is the

average, while the number(*) in parenthese*/represent the highest

and lowest percentages in the ange for each teacher. The total

14'
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average across all teachers is presented in the column furthest to

the right. Looking at the total average, it is striking that reci-

tation was.the most predominant mode, outdistancing its runner up--

seatwork--by over 10 percan :Thus, it appears that life science

teachers in this sample we spending on average over one-quarter of

the available class time (31%) reciting academic information to the.

whole class. Looking, a individual teacher ,le)liges for recitation,

there is some variatioW. While recitation was the predominant mode

for 8 orthe 11 teachers, one, teacher (2) made virtually no use of

recitation. Two other teachers (3 andl) used recitation to some

\extent, but allocated even more time to seatwork.

4
[Insert/Table 4 about here]

The second most predominate mode, as indicated by the total

averages was seatwork. %ere, students spent an average of 20.4 per-

cent of their class time doing assigned seatwork. Variation across.

classes is great, however. One teacher (.9) apparently gave no
.

seatwork, while two others (7 6 10) made minimal use of, this. mode.

The remaining teachers enerally used seatwork to a moderate extent,

excepting one teacher (2), who. used it over 53 percent of the time.

Looking at the other academic modes, laboratary exercises was

the thlhd most common mode. Here, the overall average was 13.4

percent. Translated into daily terms, this means that students spent

approximately 1 out of every 7 days doing a lab. Again, there is

some noteworthy variation among teachers. Teachers 3 and 11 hid

no lab during the first topic, and Teacher 6 had one short lab..

The remaining academic modes - -group discussion', demonstration, and

surrogate instruction - -occurred relatively infrequently or not at all.

15
18
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TEACHER:

Table 4. Average Pircent of Clasi Time ps1 During Obiervations of Topic

1 2 3'

,010* N!8 .;117

4 `6 . 7 8 , 9 10
N9 N17 , '107 N10 N5 N10 Mull N4 AVERAGE

11 TOTAL;

.

Seatwork

24.3

(4-681

153.6

144-5111

34.7
(24-10

'15.8

(12-62)
22.1

(15.5-
47)

:16.5

(11-
44.4)

2.5

(7-9)

. ..

20.2'

(16-42)

,
5.0

(4-16):

1

29.5

(17-63) 20.4

ecitation

27.3

(3-77

2.3

(18)

17.2

(2-66i

29.4

(4 -85)

12v1

(7-31)

'37:9

(11-78)

38.4

(9-82)

40.0

(11-68)

44.5

(7-88) .(16

49.3

-78)

40.5

(8-69) 30.8

J

i

Group Discussion ,

.,

i::

1
,

..

S

0.0

,

Demonstration a

,

1.0 .

(4)

0.1

,(2)
1 3

(16)
u

11.9

5-89)
0.4

,(2)

A

.

4 ,
1.4

4

1 11.9

Laboratory "(11-52)
Exercises

*18.8

(18-24) '

23.1

(24-66)'(47-58)

15.0 4.13.

(330).
18.8

(16-56)

17.

(9-51

,

21.0
(18-58)

15.8

(51-67)

,

i

e .

13.4

5.5
Surrogate ,, (8 -27)

Instruction

9.9
18-12)

7.1
(20-24)

4.4
(31)

.

6.0
(20-22)

.7.3

(10-30'
' 3.3

(33)

1.0
(22).:,

11.0

144) 5.1

,

,,'

1.5

Nonacademic (4-11)

Instruction

2.5'

(20)

4.0
(12-16)

2.2

(20)

3.1

- (22)

3.1

(22)

1.1

(11) .

5.2

12-22)
2.5

.(25)

2.4

(4-22)

'4.3

(17) 2.9

/

17.4' ;

(4-47)
Procedures

3.8

(2-10)

8,9

44-20)

14.8

(5-30)

11.1

(4-24) ,'(2

8.5
-22)

5.8

(2 -13)

10.8,'

(4-27)

12.6

(2 -26)

11.9

(2 -31)

7.3

(4-15) 10.3..

tither:

Transitions, '12.0

Interruptions, (2-28)

Waste Time

9.25
,(4-20)

fe5
(12-62)

6.7
(2-10)

31.9

(7-69)

20.9

(6-40)

13.6

(7-22)

5.4

(4-7)

16.1

(9-23)

13.7

(19 -20)

7.5
(4-10), 15.4

*Note: The given N's are the number of da s for,which data were collected.
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(0.0, 1.4, and 6.4 percent, respectivly). Of these, surrogate in-
/

struction wai used with some regularity by most, teachers; Narrative

detail indicates the form of surrogate instruction usually was films,

videotapei, or filmstrips. The lemonstration mode was used by only

a small group if leachers, and hen It was used, the time apparently

noteworthy tAt the two,teacherslio did not use

use demonstration. Finally, there 'were no instances

was brief. It is

labs also' did not

where teachers used group discussion. While teachers did uscquestion-
.

and-answer sessions fregye tly (this was coded under recitation), they

apparently did not take this ides further to the extent of letting,

their students have considerable input into the discussion ideas and

selection of particiAants (the dist$nguishing feature of our defini-

tion,of discussio0.
.

, .

Turning to/the last three modes, nonaCademic Instruction was

the least inant. The presence of this mode at all was largely

attributable/ the fact that administration time for this study's

stulent'surVey was coded under this category. On the other hand,

the procedures and "other" modes had substantial overall percentages

(10.3 and 15.4, respectively). In fact, the "other" mode is the

third most predominalt when all, nine modes are considered. While

some unproductive mother" time is inevitable in every class, the

teachers with average percentages exceeding 20,(Teachers 3, 5, A 6)

mayhave had serious difficulties with classroom management or al-
.

lowed a lot of "free time to occur. Because the procedure mode

)
encompasses teachers' directions to students about assignments and

use of materials, all teachers had some time inithis mode. Relative.

to other modes, the variation across teachers is not that great,

17
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ranging from 3.8 percent for Teacher 2 to 17.4 percent for

Teacher 1:*

In sum, it appears that for this. sample of. life science classes,
4
teachers carried out academic instruction largeTy through means of

teiitation, seatwork, and laboratory exercises - -in 'that order - -followed

by-a fairly .consistent use of audiovisual materials (furrogate

:instruction). These data can be compared to thoseirom the Goodlad,

et. al. "Study of Schooling". As reported in Sirotnik (1983), science

at the junior high level involved 23.6% recitation, 20.1! seatwork,

.15.6% lab, and 8% auditivisual. These figure* ;re remarkably close

to those presented here, falling within three percentage points,

except in the case of recitation, which received about seven percent

more time in this-study. Looking at Sirotnik's time use data-across

all subject areas at the junior high level, it is the presence of

laboratory (or ihat is referred to as."psychomotor/physical practice

or performance") that distinguishes science from the other balk

subjects of English, mathematics, and social studies.

Table 5 presents the results for the perCent of.academic pre-

sentation time that teachers devoted to the five components of sci-

1

entific literacy. For convenience, the`first component is referred

to as the "explaining" comp\nent while the other Tour components ire

termed "relating" components. The top number in each. box is the per-

cent, while the botton number in parentheses indicates the actual

./

number of minutes used. (The actual minutes vary widely across

f/teachers not' only because teachers deyoted different proportions o

time. to academic presentation but also because the number of days

per topic ranged from 5 to 12.) What:is immediately salient here ,

is the low incidence of percent time in Components of scientific:

18
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literacy.other than explaining crtent. There were three teachers

(2, .5, and 8) who devoted 100% of their academic presentation time..

I

'to explaining" content (ion4. Thre other teachers (3, 6, 'and 7) had

no more than'l percent of their academic presentation time devoted

to any of the relating components. Four other teachers (4, 9, 10,

and 11) had relatively small peiscentages for relating components

ranging from 3 ,to 6. Only one /teacher, Teacher 1, had a relatively

i
,

substantial percentage of time /devoted to the. relating components--a

O

total of 14 percent..

(Insert Table '5 about here].

At this point, it is war* pausing to. consider just what

Teacher 1 was doing so differently from other teachers. The ;nal*-

rative records for this teacher indicate that she began her 10-day

unit on the topic of *Genetics" by talking about-people'slleas

of spontaneous generation prior to the 1800's and. Louis Pasteur's

experiments that, discredited these ideas. In the course of this

historical overview, the teacher also made explicit reference to

scientific experiments and their properties, including hvpothesis

formation. In''short, most of the time devoted to relating colt.-

ponents was accumulated during this one presentation 'on the first

topic day and coded under relating to science as 'a oriel historical

process and relating to ience as a reasoning process. There were

five othir days uring the tbpic where this teacher made brief use

of some relafing components. The most notable of these was Day 5,

when the)klacher spentthree minutes asking students to hypothesize

how plearia regenerate, and this was coded under relating to .

19
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Table 5.4. Average Percent of Teacher Academ.c Pre ntation Time Devoted to

Five Components of Scientific Literacy Duri g the Ftrst Tdpic.

TEACHER: 1 2 ,

,Nr010* N8
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 TOTAL .

N9 N7 N7 N10 N5 N10 Null N4 AVERAGE

Explaining
Content .

86
(112)'

i

100

(9)

.

99
(59.5)

95,
(127)

,J
'100

(39)

___L

. 09
(110)

99
(225.3)

,
100

(90)

94
(146)

98.

(24.8)
95

(74.5)

,

96.8

Mating to
Science as a
Social Historical
Process

, 7

(8.5.)

-

% 1

(0.5),

1

(2)

,

.

.

:

'r 2 0

(3.8)

1

(.5) 1.1

Relating; in

Science is'a
Reasoning.
Process..

.

5

(7.0)

--,

. '

`4

(5) ' ,

1

1) t

,

<1

(.5)

4

*(3)

`,

1.4

,

Relating to,..
Wince and'
Sods ech

,

,

C

'

.

1
(1)

.

-
I

(2)
.

0.2

Positive
Attitudes Towards.
Science,

1

(2.5)

,.,

,

.

. .

.

. 5

(8)

4'

0.6

*Note: The given N's are the number of days for which data were collects
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science.u)a.reasoning process.. There'were four days during the

topic when the toither did nothing in areas other thanexplaining

content. Also, it should be noted that this teacher.neve%did.any

,

relating of science to society and techo(A. WhartsAmportlint'

about this example is that the kindeof relathig this7teacher.did

.

sounds so unremarkable-- and yet this, teacher'wes quite.a$ypidat in. 0.

this :ample. it also Should be woied that lust becaute.thia teacher
* .

Wilts relktivelYerge *runt of time going beyond content., this

,
,

..,giveilno fndiCkttorCof-tbalell.t.orber,relatingto other areas .

.

,

. t .
,

,,

of scientific lilfracy. Theluathy of ttme use,for scientific

literacy ts anlndependent issue ,being coniidered.in;this study.
, ti ,

Teacher ig'injact, was generally rated big the observer as doing a

111

moderately effective"--Meanineaverage"--job of using the scien7,

tific literacy components.

While all the data from this study arestill not summarized,

4 7

initial results from the first topic observations on teachers' use

of the components of scientific literacy present a bleak picture.

, If our sample is at all representative - -or even if it represents

teachers that tend toward being better than average (which is likely

.

with a sample-of volunteers) - -it appears that.seventhgrade life

science teachers rarely'or never.g? beyond explaining content by

trying to relate the content to meaningful concepts - -or if they do,

they may not do it especially well. Exptanationslor thit state of

affairs can only be speculative ,now. ,One possibility is that

teachT may be aware of the relating components of scientific

liteAcy but feel they are unable to find the time to use them.

There it'some evidence for this in ihe case studies reported by

Olson aneRussell.(1963), whirs teachers cited time pressure as

21
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a major factor in preventing them from addressing the relationship

between science and society. Of course, one retort to this is he

position that the amount of time spent addressing the relating

components of scientific literacy need not* very great nor need

all the components be addressed--increments of one minute on one

component would appear to be, important given these data. Also, it

seems that the amount of nonacademic time (procedural or "other")

being spent by most teachers (see Table 4) Could be trimmed to permit

more time for addressing scientific literacy.'

Another possible explanation for the bleak results that

many teachers may simply net have a framework of scientific literacy

in their minds that approZimatei that held by the scientific colmu -

nity at large. Indirect evidence on this possibility comes from

19terviews with 40 science teachers at the high school level (Guth-

rie, Leventhal, Mergend011er i Kauchak,'19114). These data indicate

thit only a small percentage of teachers ware unable to articulate

a definition of scientific literacy given prompting. The remaining

teachers articulated some reasonable definition either with or with-
.

out prompting. This majority of teachers also cited time pressure

to cover Specified content as the, reason they dtd nct actually use

the notions of scientific literacy in their classrooms. A study by

Mallette (1980) also is applicable. Here, findings suggest that

while teachers pei.ceived a multidimensional definition of scientific

literacy, they did not value the non-knowledge components of this

definition as greatly as science ilducatolles. These works suggest,

then, that there is an implementation chasm: most teachers seem

aware of scientific literacy but for some reason de net insert it



'into their ds/ily presentations. MoreTesearch is needed to understand

the natureyf this failure, for "time pressure" alone does not seem

to be,a, slifficient reason.

ti

/
Th. initial results of this study indicate that the participating

1 fe science teachers generally used a typical pattern of academic

2
modes of instruction, relying,heavily.on recitation, seatwork, and .

<

Conclus4on

laboratory exercises. When teachers presented academic information

to the entire class, largely through recitation, they rarely, if

ever, made explicit reference to the historical, reasoning, social,

or attitudinal implications the subject matter. Given this pre- .

lude, several questions seem of p ticular interest for the final

analyses. First, there is the ques on of whether the obibrvation

data from the second topic will.yielA ,terns approximating those

from the first. Second, it will be interesting to determine whether:

or not students' curric um use and actual work assignments also

reflect a lack of emphasis on the relating components of scientific

literacy. Third, given a very low incidence of using relating

components, it will be inter Ling to see whether even a minimal

use of these components,accou Ls for any differences in student

outcomes among teachers. Whatever the answers, we feel the final
.

results of this study will provide important guidance for improving

the current state of life science instruction at the intermediate

level.
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